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The cyberspace is a paradox. Although the word “cybernetics” originally referred to the study

of regulations and envisioned perfect control [1], what started as a simple way to trade information

between university scholars had developed into a world-wide network where its users roam about

freely with little restrictions. Since then, a series of security problems has plagued the informa-

tional highway due to the rapid increase in users. In essence, this strive for more security control

is in constant competition against the public’s will to maintain free use of the Internet. The true

future of the Internet, however, does not lie at either end, for neither complete control nor total

anarchy represent an ideal view of the Internet. The real future lies at an equilibrium somewhere

in between, and as such, an organization must oversee this balance while maintain security. The

IETF has historically maintained this balance relatively well, but its slow response time and dis-

organized structure demonstrate an increasing need for an organization that responds much more

quickly to security threats. As security in the cyberspace becomes increasingly difficult to keep

up, a centralized network directly regulated by the government is essential to strike this balance of

regulated freedom.

While the Internet was originally created by a small group of academics, it has reached the

household as a user-friendly, no-nonsense tool that required little computer expertise [2]. Mr.

Jones could receive his bank statement by email, his wife Molly could buy a new frying pan from

an online store, and his son Josh, with a click of the mouse, could chat with people all over the

world who share his interest. On the surface, the Internet appeared perfect; it found its way into the

world of the casual user because it was fast, useful, and most importantly, easy. On the other hand,

the Internet’s entrance into the general public was also responsible for the birth of “untrustworthy

end-points” [3]. The casual end-user is inadequately equipped with the knowledge and tools to

safeguard his computer. As Blumenthal aptly puts it, “The consequences of untrustworthy end-
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points on the Net include attacks on the network as a whole, [and] attacks on individual end-points

undesirable forms of interactions such as spam e-mail. . . ” [3]. The fact that these risks exist is not

all the concerns, unfortunately. Worst yet, it is extremely difficult to distinguish between the casual

end-user and a malicious end-user until a careless attack has been made, logged, and traced. If left

unfixed, the current model of the Internet faces a dire security problem, a problem that cannot be

tackled unless the nature of its underlying conflict is identified.

The end user’s desire for cybernetic freedom and the need for control in network security is an

example of a “tussle” in the cyberspace [4]. Under this specific framework, the Internet is defined

by a series of tussles, or conflicts, each with two parties that can be any combinations of entities like

end-users, ISPs, or economic models [4]. In this case, the “tussle space” [4], or simply the collection

of the pair in a tussle, involves a polarization of freedom and anonymity against control and security.

However, tussles spaces are often defined as containers that house independent conflicts that spans

horizontally across the Internet’s conflicts [4]. Unlike the construct proposed by Clark et all.,

however, tussles not only evolve overtime, but, like organisms, they also have an hierarchical, tree-

like, organization. Not only do the conflicts coexist and occupy different “tussle spaces” [4], they

also exist within one another. Depending on these “intertussle” relationships, any change to the

design of one will invariably affect all the others. The tussle between freedom and control of the

Internet is, in essence, the root of many others that are embedded within it.

The issue of identity forms one subset of the conflict between control and freedom. One im-

portant reason why the untrustworthy end-points exist is that the identity of an end-point is often

hidden to those with whom they wish to communicate. Much worse than hidden, sometimes the

identity of a communicating party is forged. Spam emails, for example, often come from obscurely

masked senders with misleading email addresses. While most spam emails are unsolicited advertise-
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ments that pose no more danger than their physical counterparts, fraudulent emails that intend to

deceive are much more dangerous. Mr. Jones may receive his bank statement as well as a seemingly

legitimate email that requests his credit card number. Without a reliable way of checking who sent

what email, many casual end-users may take the bait and become victims of a criminal that may

elude law enforcements. On the other hand, it is also important to note that anonymity, a right

upheld by the law in many countries in the world, is a major appeal of the Internet [3]. Often,

information is only willingly exchanged when the contributors know the they can be anonymous,

whether they are contributing to a political editorial in a major newspaper or casual discussions in

a chat room. [3]. The appeal of anonymity versus the importance of identity represent a fine-line

in the tussle between the end-user’s desire for anonymity and network safety [4].

One implication of the existence of such nested framework is that the organization and design

that oversees it must also deal with all the internal tussles within the conflicting theme. Addition-

ally, tussles evolve over time [4]. Therefore, this job requires groups that are quick to adapt to

change. IETF, the current overseers of the Internet, respond too slowly for this burden. Although

the IETF plans to improve the current situation by addressing identity issues, its amorphous struc-

ture and lack of central leadership becomes apparent in its amoebic progress to deal with email

spam. While the IETF’s “rough consensus”[5] approach may be a very democratic process that

upholds the merits of the Internet, the lack of an effective decision-making body and “the lack

of voting has caused some very long delays for some proposals” [5]. The IETF’s sluggishness in

processing agendas becomes more apparent after comparing with Microsoft’s focused agenda to

standardize Sender ID and have it widely implemented [6]. While Microsoft is a company stereo-

typically despised by computer users with a vision of software diversity, there is no doubt that it

has an efficient organization and fast decision-making mechanisms that process agendas so quickly
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they could not possibly fail. When novel open source SMTP standards were still treading through

the Working Groups of the IETF, Microsoft’s Sender ID was complete, working, and its patents

pending [6]. While anti-spam solutions may not depend on the rate one reaches a solution, Internet

security requires much quicker responses. The IETF’s loose structure, although successfully gov-

erned the Internet in the past, is quickly falling behind the myriad of demands of the information

superhighway. Nevertheless, the IETF is not obsolete. The group is capable of outputting excellent

standards that seldom required revision, and it continues to draft useful standards for the Internet’s

future. The future of Internet security, however, requires an organization that responds much more

quickly and has an adequate power to bring about change should the cyberspace requires it.

A centralized, government-regulated network is the answer to the new demand of the Inter-

net by making security for the Internet as a whole a focused solution. While the idea of having

a network screened by the government sounds bizarre and undemocratic, governmental telecom-

munication monitoring is certainly nothing new. Presently, the government already has the legal

right to monitor communication within their jurisdiction [3]. While most users may not appreciate

monitoring, it is no secret that the government, at least in the United States, legally wiretaps

telephone conversations as well as tracks Internet traffic [3]. Additionally, although the Internet is

an interconnected network of computers across the globe, most users connect to it through an ISP

who often reroutes traffic to a central point before sending it to its destination [3]. This means that

mechanistically, these information packets can easily be rerouted to a central location in the fiber

network and processed before it is rerouted to a destination. These implementations provide two

possible implementations. The government could take control of the hardwires buried in the ground

and allow ISPs to rent access to these network fibers. Alternatively, as a less socialist solution, the

fiber owners could be required to follow a set of robust standards that detail a computer-monitored
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process (and therefore non-intrusive) of packet monitoring that is uniformly compatible across all

fiber networks. The primary concern here, however, is not so much how the design should be

implemented, but that it is a concept worth a deeper investigation.

While the concept of a centralized network seems counter-intuitive to the merit of the Internet,

this idea did not materialize from thin air, for a centralization of the infrastructure is already

happening with or without federal intervention. However, by introducing the government as a

player, competition as well as service quality can be monitored and regulated as well. Clark et

al. suggests that the big companies owning the wires will devour the smaller ISPs must rent them

from these fiber colossi [4]. Eventually, “the average residential customer will have two choices – his

telephone company and his cable company” [4]. While this foresight is pessimistic, it is not hard

to imagine that the centralization of wires is already happening, be it telephone, cable, or Internet

fibers. The move toward a centralized Internet does not have to be without choices, however. By

allowing the government to protect access to the wire by either taking them from the monopolies or

by regulation, competition is preserved, and the end-users are the benefactors of improved service

at reduced price.

One advantage of a centralized network is that the identity of a traveling message on the Internet

can be recorded in one location and analyzed when abnormal activities occur [3]. Denial of service

attacks, for example, can be identified quickly when a central agency oversees all connections

pointing toward a single IP address. The emails that attempted to steal Mr. Jones’s credit card

would reveal the true location where the email was sent in addition to a “From” field that may

not always tell the truth. Two communicating end-points wishing a confirmation for the identity

of the other party can also send a request to the central control point [4]. The server can then

provide information about the nature of this communication such as verifying whether the other
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party is sending packets from Silicon Valley or China. In addition to security, anonymity is also

preserved in this framework; neither end-point actually is required to reveal its identity to the other

end. If a party were to reasonably remain anonymous to the other end, anonymity can be better

preserved by a central server that will determine how much information the other end will receive.

Instead of suffering a battle between remaining anonymous and revealing identity, the mediated

communication satisfies both ends. Within this network, the tussle between cybernetic freedom

and security control happens within the design, not around it [4]. An equilibrium is reached where

the identity of each party can be monitored by the network for malicious attempts.

Created in simpler times, the Internet did well with its delocalized nature because there was

no need to modify. That era is no more. As the Internet invades the home, security threats are no

longer problems for the elite, but an innate byproduct of the ever-growing number of users. From

spam emails to security breaches, only a government-mediated network can effectively maintain

a free access in the cyberspace balanced with robust security. No one can deny, however, that

an equilibrium between freedom and and control is much easier said than implemented. This

materialization of the Internet’s future is a challenge that we, as residents of this amorphous virtual

world, must be willing to accept.
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